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VitaJuwel ViA is your very personal piece of Jewelry for Water!

Seven years ago, we introduced our modern way to prepare fresh gemwater at home. Following age-old traditions, 
we created gemstone vials to inspirit drinking water. Hygienically. Naturally. Our mission was to provide you with 
vital water like fresh from the spring!

VitaJuwel ViA marks the next step in the evolution of VitaJuwel gemwater accessories. Get ready for a sip of 
refreshing water wherever you are!

VitaJuwel ViA is a glass bottle with two openings. It's made of high quality, premium glass and comes with an 
exchangeable bottom piece ("gempod"), filled with a selection of hand-picked gemstones. The patented gempod is 
manufactured by hand in the Austrian Alps. VitaJuwel ViA sets a new benchmark in drinking water on-the-go.

VitaJuwel ViA comes in 17 carefully selected gemstone blends, suiting every preference and mood. Do you want to 
relax with your own Spa-To-Go? Have some smooth and balancing WELLNESS, filled with rose quartz, amethyst and 
clear quartz! Care for a motivating drink of SUNNY MORNING with beaming bright Orange Calcite? Got a feeling for 
a little FITNESS with Magnesite and Red Jasper after a hard hour of workout at the gym? Or attract attention at the 
club with DIAMONDS? Just screw off one gempod and swap it with another. It's easy as 1-2-3. 

VitaJuwel ViA is your perfect travel companion. Enjoy gemwater like fresh from the spring, wherever you are!



HEALTHY WATER-

WHEREVER YOU ARE

CLEANING MADE

SIMPLE AND HYGIENIC

 SUSTAINABLE &

ECO-FRIENDLY

PRECIOUS MATERIALS

HAND-PICKED

GEMSTONES

FASCINATING

RESULTS

These attributes distinguish our VitaJuwel ViA 

gemwater bottle. 

In 2007, Ewald Eisen started with the aim to 

design a perfect vessel for gemstones, to make the 

preparation of gemwater more hygienic and to 

preserve the shininess of his gems. Up to that 

point, people had to put their crystals directly in 

the water to energize it. The crystals had to be 

cleaned in short intervals, which led to the crystals 

getting dull. After several sleepless nights, the 

VitaJuwel gemstone vial was born. 

Almost ten years later, the VitaJuwel lily logo has 

become THE symbol for gemwater. Hundreds of 

thousand of customers in more than 40 countries 

worldwide use VitaJuwel gemwater accessories. 

With this brochure, we'd like to invite you to disco-

ver the fascinating secrets of gemwater and to 

learn more about the newest member of our fam-

ily, the VitaJuwel ViA.

Scheidegg im Allgäu, Germany 2017

Your VitaJuwel Team

A closer look at VitaJuwel ViA

Your VitaJuwel ViA is not just a simple glass 

bottle with gemstones. The exchangeable gem 

pods on the bottom of the bottle can be scre-

wed off and exchanged with another one. 

You‘ll always have your favorite gemstone 

blend with you. Do you feel like a sip of „Sunny 

Morning“ on your way to work or a few sips of 

„Fitness“ during workout? No problem! Twist 

off the gempod, put on another one and enjoy!

Did you have a great-looking glass bottle 

before? Have you noticed how frustrating it can 

be to clean it thoroughly and hygienically with 

a brush? VitaJuwel ViA is the perfect solution: 

Twist off both the lid and the gempod and clea-

ning the glass part (dishwasher-safe!) becomes 

as easy as 1-2-3.

VitaJuwel ViA is made of lead-free glass and 

holds 500 ml (16.9 fl.oz).



We all know that the human body consists mainly of water. Water is the elixir of 

life, our most valuable natural resource. Nothing impacts our well-being more 

than the quality of the water we drink.

It is a proven fact that every fourth person doesn‘t drink enough water. 

Symptoms of a beginning dehydration are headaches and lack of concentration. 

VitaJuwel makes drinking water exciting! With VitaJuwel you will enjoy water in 

a totally new way and automatically drink more water throughout the day.

Water - Source of Life!

Sample of ordinary tap water Sample of water treated with VitaJuwel

Water and its secrets

Scientific proof shows

Gemwater by VitaJuwel has a crystalline structure that is comparable to pure spring water!

Water is not just an assembly of oxygen and hydrogen molecules. It‘s not just H2O. Scientists discovered that 

water has a memory and that it can be positively stimulated by sources of vibration and energy. Sources like the 

gemstones in VitaJuwel gemwater accessories. Vivid and fresh water features a sublime crystal silhouette. We 

asked the HadoLife laboratory in Austria, which has been co-founded by Dr. Masaru Emoto and his oldest stu-

dent, to take microscopic photos of water before and after it has been treated with VitaJuwel. This is the result: 



90° 60° 60°

Experts agree that the assembly of its crystal structure is a strong indicator for the quality of water.

Regular tap water assembled at 90°-angles,
indicating a high level pollution load

Everywhere in nature, angles of 60° 
are an expression of vitality and purity

60°-angles after treatment with VitaJuwel indicate 
neutralization of hazardous information of pollutants.

The water becomes natural and fresh again.
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VitaJuwel

Water becomes alcaline Oxygen content increases Conductometry decreases

Yes … it works. Here is the proof!

”The treatment with VitaJuwel resulted in very clear quality improvements in both biological as well as technical regard. Compared to the neutral 
sample - or to other comparable tap waters - a significant quality increase was measured. For this reason, the sample is reaching a quality level 
                                                                        otherwise only found in natural spring water.” 

Institute Hagalis, an international research laboratory for the quality analyses of water conducted a scientific survey which proofs VitaJuwel’s effect  

on water. Two samples were examined: A neutral sample with tap water from Ueberlingen at Lake Constance, Germany and a sample of the same 

water after being treated with VitaJuwel .These are the results:

n
n  
n  
n  

  distinct improvement of tap water quality
neutralization of harmful substances  information
improvement of the pH-value and oxygen content
increase in bioavailability of minerals

'
n
n 
n 
n 

  raise of energy balance
increase of vital powers
quality level otherwise only known in natural spring water
high biological valance

 
 
 

Inspired by the
wonders of Nature!

Imagine a single drop of water, rising as steam from a 
power plant. Rising ever higher and forming a cloud with 
millions of other drops. Floating in the air. Raining down 
to earth, sinking through multiple layers of rocks. Finally 
coming back up again as spring water. Then as a stream, 
flowing over stones and minerals. Down a waterfall in 
the middle of a forest. Full of life. Full of energy.
ELEMENT STONE REGENERATES ELEMENT WATER.



The tradition of gemwater

Ever since humans can remember, gemstones attract 

and fascinate. Diamonds, rubies and emeralds are con-

sidered precious all around the world. However, gems 

have not only been treasured because of their fascina-

ting look, but also because of the believe in numerous 

properties and healing attributes.

The tradtion of vitalizing water with the usage of gems 

can be traced back thousands of years. In ancient times, 

gems were ascribed healing powers. Pedanios 

Diskurides, Greek medical doctor in the 1st century AC, 

cured his patients with gems and minerals.

Today, analytical crystal healing approaches are a signifi-

cant component of many holistic therapeutic practices.

The VitaJuwel method

In the past you might have put the gems directly in your drinking water to prepare crystal elixirs. Your gems had to be thoroughly scrubbed on a 

regular basis and due to that, they became dull over the time. With VitaJuwel, the gems are sealed inside the gempod, don‘t have to be cleaned 

and stay bright and shiny over the years. Have you heard of  stones that release toxic substances into the water or crystals impregnated with 

artificial resins. VitaJuwel relieves you of these worries: The gems - though already carefully selected - don‘t come in contact with the water. 

Your water doesn‘t get polluted. Despite being sealed inside the glass, the gems still vitalize the water. The gempod acts like a natural prism for 

the crystal‘s radiant energy. This effect can be tasted by sensual water lovers and has been proven by lab analysis (see following pages).



The VitaJuwel Experience

Gemstone Vials & Decanter era
� 

ne vials are so much more than just jewelry for water. They are the 

most efficient, hygienic and affordable solution to prepare pure 

gemwater at home like fresh from the spring. Over the last nine 

years they have become conversation-pieces on tens of thousands 

of dining tables. We offer a wide variety of fascinating gem blends 

(see reverse), all tested by naturopaths and based on the insights 

of modern crystal healing. Treat yourself to a „water tasting“ and 

discover the spirit of every blend. Get a VitaJuwel decanter era in 

addition to your gemstone vial for the full gemwater experience. 

The gemstone vial seems to be floating inside the glass decanter, 

while being firmly fixed to the decanter’s lid. The risk of breakage 

is close to zero. Gemwater is your perfect drink for the most 

precious moments in life!

Gemwater Bottle ViA
Your VitaJuwel ViA is your companion for gemwater on-the-

go. The exchangeable gem pod on the bottom of the bottle can 

just be screwed off. That way you‘re able to always have your 

favorite gemstone blend with you. Cleaning the bottle is as easy as 

1-2-3:  Simply twist off both the lid and the gem pod and rinse 

with water. VitaJuwel ViA consists of lead-free glass and holds a 

generous 500 ml (16.9 fl.oz).

A match made in heaven: Our handcrafted VitaJuwel gemsto-

‚ 

Our aim here at VitaJuwel is to provide you with gemwater 

wherever and whenever you like. We work hard to make 

various, fascinating blends, based on the insights of modern 

crystal healing.

Whether at home with a „classic“ gemwater set (made up of a 

gem vial, a decanter and a chain), out and about with our 

VitaJuwel ViA gem bottle or in the office with our gemwater 

dispenser VitaJuwel GranFontana - VitaJuwel offers the 

perfect solution for your gemwater need.

All of our products are designed on the drawing board by our 

family in the German alpine uplands, excessively tested by our 

friends all over the world  and traditionally manufactured by 

our master craftsmen in Bohemia.  This is what makes your 

unique VitaJuwel product a true masterpiece.

For questions or remarks about gemwater and VitaJuwel, you 

can rely on a staff of people who were directly involved in the 

creation of our products.Our promise to you:  With VitaJuwel 

you will enjoy water like fresh from the spring! 

Wine loves VitaJuwel
 Selected wineries and professional sommeliers redisco-

vered the ancient tradition to enhance their wine with 

amethysts and achieved amazing results. Our VitaJuwel 

Vino vial softens the wine's natural acids and makes it taste 

smoother while maintaining its fruity aroma. The taste of 

every exquisite wine will be uniquely refined with VitaJuwel.

 Celebrating a great wine, together with friends and 

family, demands creating a perfect atmosphere and prepa-

ring the wine the right way. Our specially shaped wine 

decanter holds the volume of a regular wine bottle and our 

VitaJuwel Vino vial. Handcrafted by our artists in Europe, it 

is a true masterpiece!

…

†

Gemwater Dispenser grande
 

elegance meets functionality. Where drafting a glass of 

water from a fountain is more than just stilling your thirst. 

Where pure water like fresh from the spring comes in a 

beautiful vessel with a seemingly free-floating vial full of 

precious gems. This is where VitaJuwel grande is born from 

perfection. A gemwater fountain like no other. It is the 

state-of-the-art solution for all environments to serve more 

than just a few cups of water to guests or thirsty family 

members. VitaJuwel grande has an extra-large top opening 

to make cleaning as easy as 1-2-3. It holds 2 gallons of 

gemwater and works with all available blends of VitaJuwel 

Gemstone Vials.

Gemstone Droplet
 The Gemstone droplet is our personal gemstone vial with 

quartz granules, a fiery garnet and an exquisite amethyst. 

Its elegant water drop design makes it a unique eye-catcher. 

To vitalize a glass of water or wine in a restaurant or in the 

company of friends is always a guarantee for a fascinating 

moment. To ensure that gemwater lovers have their perso-

nal vial always ready in their bag, the Gemstone droplet can 

be stored in an exquisite VitaJuwel leatherette case.

ƒ

„

Start thinking about water in a new dimension. Where 

�

ƒ

…

‚

„

†



VitaJuwel Crystal Virtues 
Over the centuries, wise men and women have studied the energy nodes of the subtle body and how to bring these in balance with the use of 

crystals and gems. Inspired by this ancient lore, we’ve distinguished seven crystal virtues to help you decide for one of our VitaJuwel gemstone 

blends on the next few pages. One blend may best represent one or more of these virtues.

INSPIRATION, CLARITY & FOCUS

INTUITION, IMAGINATION & WISDOM

COMMUNICATION, SELF-EXPRESSION & OPENNESS

LOVE, HARMONY & BALANCE

SELF-CONFIDENCE, WILL POWER & INNER STRENGTH 

SENSUALITY, WARMTH & SENSITIVITY

SELF-ACCEPTANCE, PROTECTION, & SECURITY

Disclaimer: This disclaimer applies to all information in this booklet and on all VitaJuwel products. Crystal healing should be used with the understanding that it is part of a holistic 
treatment plan. It is not meant to take the place of standard medical or psychological treatment, but to accompany & work alongside with it. The information contained herein is 
metaphysical in nature & does not claim to heal or cure. 

Wellness

rose quartz - amethyst - clear quartz

This well-balanced composition has already 

been used for several hundreds of years to 

inspirit water by countless people all around 

the world. Gemwater prepared with this 

blend is probably the best ”everyday’s 

water”. Experts claim that amethyst stimula-

tes and soothes the mind and emotions and 

that rose quartz fosters tranquility. Most 

customers find gemwater made with this 

harmonic blend to taste smooth and mild. If 

you're unsure, with which VitaJuwel to start 

your collection, choose this one. You won’t 

go wrong!

Five Elements

amethyst - chalcedony - petrified wood

rose quartz - ocean chalcedony

Traditional Chinese Medicine has developed 

over the last 5,000 years and understands 

health as a harmonious balance of five 

elements: Wood for growth, water for re-

flection, earth for grounding, metal for 

strength and fire for passion. The elements 

are the prime energetic building blocks from 

which all substance in the world is com-

posed . They are metaphors for how things 

interact with each other. We have included 

one type of gem for each element in this 

blend to reflect each attribute. Get your life 

in balance. Experience this ancient wisdom.

Fitness

red jasper - magnesite - clear quartz

Along with exercise and a balanced diet, 

nothing supports an active lifestyle better 

than enough fresh  water. Drinking water 

first thing in the morning is an easy way to 

speed up your metabolism. Lots of people 

confuse thirst for hunger, so staying hydra-

ted could help you avoid overeating. Make a 

start, put on your running shoes and fill 

your water bottle with "Fitness" gemwater! 

Include this special blend with beaming red 

jasper, solid magnesite and pure rock crystal 

in your regular workout schedule and get 

ready for a surprise!



Balance

sodalite - clear quartz

“You're not sick, you're thirsty” states F. 

Batmanghelidj, M.D. in his books. Water is 

your body's principal chemical component. It 

flushes toxins out of vital organs and carries 

nutrients to your cells. Even mild dehydrati-

on can drain your energy and make you 

tired. Experts recommend drinking six to 

eight glasses of water daily. Many people 

find it difficult to drink enough water and 

have lost their natural feel of thirst. Regain 

this feeling! Your body will thank you with 

many unexpected, positive effects.

rose quartz

Love

All you need is … water. And when you add 

rose quartz, the quintessential stone of love,  

tenderness and sensuality, anything is possi-

ble. Fair and lovely rose quartz is a talisman 

for relationships and is used in crystal hea-

ling to release emotional wounds and trau-

mas, to balance feelings and to bring peace 

and calm. For those who love water, this is 

the perfect gift. However, we will not be 

held responsible if you find love of self, love 

of life and the universe. In order for the 

heart to beat, it needs water.

Vitality

emerald - clear quartz

Hildegard of Bingen declared: “All the green 

of nature is concentrated within the 

Emerald.” This lush crystal has been a source 

of fascination in many cultures for over six 

thousand years and was considered a symbol 

of eternal life in ancient Egypt. Louis Pasteur 

said: “We drink 90 percent of our illnesses.” 

Drinking a sufficient amount of fresh and 

pure water is something your body needs for 

well functioning cleansing processes and for 

a stable health. It's a natural way to help you 

leading a better life. Become vital!

Beauty

amethyst - aventurine quartz - rose quartz

Beauty emerges from within. Of course, we 

grow older but we don't have to look old. 

Fresh, smooth-looking skin is a sign of youth 

and health. Plenty of sleep, a balanced diet 

and sufficient pure and fresh water are ess-

ential to maintain your skin's elasticity. This 

blend is perfect for those who want their 

inner beauty to radiate out into the world. 

Numerous spa owners use this gemwater 

blend as an essential part of their beauty tre-

atments as they know SPA (Sanus Per 

Aquam) means "Health through Water".

Momentum

chalcedony - moss agate - milk opal

Alternative practitioners recommend this 

blend to strengthen your inner flow and to 

gain and maintain your momentum. 

Discover your inner peace and harmony 

again. In this fast paced, complex digital 

world of ours we often tend to forget that 

our mind sometimes needs to rest in order to 

be able to focus on what is really important. 

Settle down for a minute or two, forget ever-

ything around you and indulge yourself with 

a refreshing glass of pure gemwater to get 

fresh wind in your sails.

Inner Purity

aquamarine - clear quartz

Gemwater is the true elixir of life! Your body 

needs well functioning cleansing processes 

for stable health. No other beverage than 

water – pure, vital, and free of harmful sub-

stances – is better to support these extensive 

tasks within our body. Aquamarine means  

"water of the sea", which refers to its gently 

blue, nearly transparent color. Aquamarine is 

said to be calming, soothing, and cleansing, 

just like a refreshing swim in the ocean! Not 

to forget its great side-effect: Inner purity is 

also visible on the outside.



Focus

red jasper - sodalite - orange calcite
agate (brown) - aventurine quartz

The human brain is made of around 85% 

water. When you are not properly hydrated 

the effects can be felt in your brain as symp-

toms like headaches, poor concentration 

and reduced short-term memory. Water 

provides essential energy to the brain, keeps 

the nerve signals going and delivers nutrients 

to the brain. We need to drink enough water 

to keep the brain fueled for optimum functi-

on. This colorful, bright and shiny blend has 

been composed by the late best-selling aut-

hor and crystal healing researcher Michael 

Gienger to boost concentration and focus.

VitaJuwel strives to raise people’s passion for 

vital water. The beautiful crystal image taken 

by the HadoLife lab, impressively resembles 

that passion. We blended vibrant Carnelian, 

“Stone of Life” in Ancient Egypt, with Halite, 

the “Salt of Kings”. Carnelian plays a leading 

role in the famed crystal healing tradition of 

12th-century abbess Hildegard of Bingen. Like 

no other stone it symbolizes the joy of living. 

Open yourself to his exquisite blend and 

absorb its radiating joy with every passionate 

sip of gemwater.

carnelian - halite salt

Passion Sunny Morning

orange calcite - clear quartz

Get your personal ray of sunshine and shine 

from within! Beaming orange calcite stands 

for emotional balance, joy, optimism and 

positive energy. Can you remember the last 

time you enjoyed the beauty of a sunrise 

over the ocean or in the mountains? How it 

lifted your spirits in a very special way? How 

it moved you to the core? Start every day - 

even cloudy and rainy ones - with a glass of 

gemwater enhanced by this bright blend 

and re-live those precious emotions as often 

as you like!

Allure

garnet - clear quartz

Are you looking for a wonderful, exceptional 

present for your loved one, a wedding gift 

for very good friends or for a Valentine's Day 

surprise? Or would you like to bring a little 

more fire in your everyday life? Blazing, scar-

let red garnet is described in numerous pub-

lications as a symbol for sensuality and passi-

on. This powerful, energizing stone is per-

fect for lovers! Open all of your senses to the 

vibration of this unique VitaJuwel blend with 

every glass of gemwater you share with your 

lover!

Change the world with your creativity and 

break fresh ground! Get inspired by enjoying 

a glass of  gemwater from this enchanting 

combination of the captivating rutilated 

quartz and the deep, celestial blue lapis lazu-

li – a symbol for spirituality in ancient Egypt 

about 6,000 years ago. Your brain is made 

up of about 75% liquid. Research has revea-

led that drinking water when we feel thirsty 

boosts our brain's performance. Feed your 

brainpower every day with this very special 

blend of gemwater.

Inspiration

lapis lazuli - rutilated quartz

"In order to carry a positive action we must 

develop here a positive vision." - Dalai Lama. 

Jet black Shungite is truly a visionary stone 

Like diamond, it is a form of elemental car-

bon. It is mined in the remote Russian region 

of Karelia, where Czar Peter already made use 

of Shungite's purifying properties. Discover 

water completely anew with this gem from 

another world and its fascinating crystal 

image, taken by the HadoLife lab. Share our 

vision to make gemwater an enlightening 

experience for everybody.

noble shungite - clear quartz

Vision



The ancient Greek knew about the attributes 

of gems and infused their wine with ame-

thysts to improve its taste. Amethyst means 

“the non-intoxicable” in classical Greek. 

Well, „Vino“ won‘t prevent you from getting 

drunk, but the difference in taste of the wine 

after being treated by „Vino“ is truly ama-

zing: The tannins are usually percepted to be 

smoother and more pleasurable while main-

taining its fruity aroma. „Vino“ contains ame-

thyst and rock crystal. Its twisted surface 

makes the vial a true masterpiece.

Vino

amethyst - clear quartz

Available as gemstone vial only and not as ViA bottle!

Diamonds

diamond slivers - clear quartz

Diamonds are a gemwater lover's best 

friend. The most precious gem on earth was 

believed to channel divine energy and was 

reserved only for kings and queens. Our cus-

tomers say that no other gemwater tastes as 

intense and apollonian as this exclusive 

blend. Try it once and you'll never again drink 

ordinary tap water. It also makes a perfect 

gift for that special someone you treasure 

most in your life – it is as unique as a 

diamond ring or a precious necklace. This 

blend is truly jewelry for your water!

In Golden Moments we pause for an instant, 

reflect the things that truly matter and leave 

everyday’s worries behind. Those precious 

moments cannot be weighed in gold. The asto-

nishing beauty of the crystal image taken by 

the HadoLife lab, left us deeply moved. It‘s 

crystalline silhouette reflects its unique ingre-

dients: hand-mined gold from the river Rhine 

in Germany, exotic Halite Salt  (the “Salt of 

Kings”) and a piece of fiery, blazing Garnet. 

We'd like you to enjoy more  of those Golden 

Moments!

rhinegold - halite salt - garnet

Golden Moments

89 billion liters  (23.5 billion gallons) of 

water are filled in plastic bottles anually. 

1,500 plastic bottles per second (!) are used 

in the Unites States. 80 % of these bottles 

are not recycled. These plastic bottles are 

made from petroleum. More and more land-

scapes in the world become torn-up, deva-

stated and polluted by drilling and fracking.

Transporting bottled water over oceans and 

continents by planes, ships, trains and trucks 

consumes vast amounts of energy and bur-

dens our environment.

Start with a small contribution to save the 

environment and use refillable glass bottles 

like our VitaJuwel ViA.

Save the environment
with VitaJuwel ViA!



Prepare your favorite drink – hot or cold – by 

adding fruit, ginger and herbs and enhance 

your VitaJuwel gemwater experience!

Infusing your gemwater with VitaJuwel Via 

+T is easy: Just place the strainer in the 

upper opening of your VitaJuwel ViA, add 

your favorite ingredient and fill it up with 

hot or cold water. Let it steep and cool down 

until you can touch and hold the bottle 

safely. We recommend using a VitaJuwel ViA 

Neoprene Sleeve to keep your drink warm 

and to prevent burns. Put the strainer back 

in the stainless steel case to keep it safe and 

clean for another usage.

Enjoy GEMWATER+ ... made by VitaJuwel!

Tea lovers know: It's not just premium leaves 

that make a tea taste special, but also vital and 

pure water. Would you prefer a tea made of 

tap water or made of spring water? Supported 

by gemologists and tea experts, we've done a 

lot of research to find the perfect blend to 

prepare tea: Green moss agate is known as the 

gem of mindfulness and creates valuable 

moments of silence and serenity. It is also said 

to help relax and to improve the sensation of 

taste. Blended with clear quartz, it unfolds the 

full flavors of tea like no other gemstone we 

know. Tea Time is available as a ViA gemwater 

bottle or as a separate gempod.

moss agate - clear quartz

Add flavor
to your gemwater
with VitaJuwel ViA +T

Tea Time



HUGS and LOOP

Get an even better grip on your ViA and try one of our stylish and highly practical HUGS sleeves and LOOP caps.

The cloud-white silicone HUGS covers the hip of your ViA and makes it look even more sporty. We designed it to guarantee a premium view on 

your precious crystals. The black neoprene HUGS are a little bit like a surfer’s wet suit: They come in a large version and as “shorties”. Both isola-

te your ViA. They are a perfect addition to our VitaJuwel +T tea strainers and help keeping your favorite drink either warm or cold. HUGS pre-

vent your ViA from getting scratches and helps with soft bumps. But remember: Gemwater lovers don’t drop their ViA!

Although we always felt that a simple, pre-attached carry strap would diminish the puristic design and elegance of our ViA, we knew that hol-

ding a bottle on a loop is just so much more comfortable. That’s why we created the LOOP caps. LOOP comes in black, white, red and blue. 

Every LOOP consists of two silicone pieces: One with a handle to cover the top lid and one for the bottom lid of your ViA. LOOP is the perfect 

solution to safely carry your precious ViA bottle in style. 

“If you wish to understand the universe, think of energy, frequency and vibration”
Nikola Tesla

Most people rely on their 5 senses to tell them 

what their reality is; using their sensory level 

to establish their frame of knowledge based 

on the time in which we are living. But our 

frame of knowledge has always been chan-

ging. A good example is how science has 

shown us that the world is round when befo-

re we believed it was flat. You might want to 

consider something may well be real even 

though we can’t verify it with our 5 senses.

Although you can’t see it, the universal law of 

nature states that everything has its own 

vibration. Everything is made up of atoms. 

These atoms are constantly in a state of moti-

on, everything in the Universe is constantly 

moving and vibrating at one speed or another. 

Nothing is ever completely at rest. Everything 

you can observe all around you is vibrating at 

different frequencies, including you. Every gem 

has its own distinct, very subtle vibration, too.

Tradition has shown and science has proven 

that vibrations have the power to restructure 

water molecules. Putting them “behind glass” 

doesn’t stop that process, as vibrations pass a 

natural barrier like glass without a problem 

(think about sun rays, radio waves or a glass of 

water in a microwave). That’s why VitaJuwel 

works. You really don’t want any kind of “mi-

nerals” from stones in your water. Drink it 

pure, natural and fresh. And energized!



Nothing runs without water!

As a Personal Trainer, the most important advice I'm giving my customers is: Take enough water with you to our practice and don't wait with drinking 

until you're getting thirsty. With rising temperatures and physical exercise, we're perspiring and are losing lots of fluid. 17 fl.oz. of water right before 

your exercise is the perfect way to get started. Loss of fluid can lead to power drain and can cause discomfort. As training should be fun, my VitaJuwel 

ViA is my constant companion at the gym and on the track! – Roxana Strasser, Personal Trainer

Drinking enough water helps to focus on what’s important!

Drinking enough water during the day raises your performance by up to 

10%. One third of all kids go to school every day without having drunk a sip 

(according to FORSA survey). Students also don't drink enough at school. 

That influences achievement potential and health development. Fluid defi-

cits lead to a lack of concentration. As kids don't have a fully developed 

sensation of thirst yet, they have to be reminded to drink. What would you 

rather have your kid drink? A sugar-laden soda or “magic” gemwater?



GEMWATER - Beverage of tomorrow

Whether an innovation will be lastingly received by people, often- approaches. We have made it our goal to provide a NATURAL 

times does not depend on the ideas' ingenuity, but more so whet- method that has been tested and tried by MILLIONS of people 

her it also causes change in out-dated thinking and behavioural over HUNDREDS OF YEARS and that is AFFORDABLE to everyone. 

patterns. Let‘s make an example: At the beginning of the 17th 
Filtering water is one first step you can (and should) take. What 

century it was thought ridiculous to use forks in Europe. Just 
you get by filtering water, though, is physically clean, but lifeless 

imagine how having a dinner today would be without forks...
water. Our mission is to educate people of the importance to take 

Water is the most fundamental element for every living thing on another step towards healthier water. To think deeper and to look 

earth. Water is life – healthy water is healthy life. Nothing has behind the curtain of water‘s numerous secrets. To provide 

more impact on our organism than the quality of the water we gemwater for every household. 

consume.
We invite you to join us. Talk about your VitaJuwel experience. 

Thankfully, more and more people become aware for their drin- Help other people to think about what they drink every day. 

king water‘s quality and are asking themselves what they can do Become a part of our VitaJuwel family with every sip of gemwater 

to improve it. There are several - more or less effective and costly - you share with your family and friends!
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Germany

VitaJuwel GmbH

Westpark 18

88175 Scheidegg im Allgäu

Telefon:

Telefax:

E-Mail:

Internet:

facebook:

+49 (0)8381 30641-0

+49 (0)8381 30641-10

info@vitajuwel.com

www.vitajuwel.com

facebook.com/VitaJuwel

USA

VitaJuwel USA, Inc.

1170 Burnett Ave. #O

Concord, CA 94520 

Phone:

Fax:

Email:

Internet:

facebook:

instagram:

+1 (925) 291 7490

+1 (925) 291 7491

contact@vitajuwel.com

www.vitajuwel.us

www.facebook.com/VitaJuwelUSA

www.instagram.com/vitajuwelofficial

VitaJuwel – Intellectual Property Rights

Disclaimer:
VitaJuwel gladly provides information on gemwater and gem mixtures that are part of VitaJuwel products. 
This information is intuitive in nature and not scientifically verified. VitaJuwel cannot guarantee results with 
any gem / crystal. While this field is speculative and exploratory, individuals are encouraged to use 
discrimination in diagnosing and treating illness for medical, emotional and/or spiritual conditions. You 
should never substitute gems / crystals for  professional medical treatment when indicated for any condition.

It happens over and over again that successful ideas and products are imitated. 
VitaJuwel possesses a bundle of international intellectual property rights for its 
VitaJuwel products and brands. We will – just as in the past – continue to pursue all 
violators consequently.
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Bucher Druck und Verlag, Hohenems

Have lots of joyful and happy moments with VitaJuwel!
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